UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS LOWELL
VOZEOLAS (GEORGE E. & G) COLLECTION [UML]

BOX 1 BANK NOTES – MPOUTSIAS
FOLDER 1-33

1. Bank Notes (cosigned by Vozeolas?) – Payments/Delinquencies
2. Booklet: *Historical Speeches by Spyro Lamprou 1909*
3. Booklet: *The Pharmaceutical Era” 1926*
5. Bourekas, Nikolas A. – Last Will & Testament
7. Club/Organizations: Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks Lowell Lodge #87
9. Correspondence (English) 1913-1998
10. Correspondence (Greek) 1905-1956
11. Correspondence (Greek w/translations) 1905-1946
12. Correspondence – Board of Registration in Pharmacy 1907-19
13. Correspondence – Gatsopoulos, Dr. John/George Vozeolas
14. Currency: Costa Rica; Germany; Greece
15. Documents (Greek): Lowell August 25, 1911; Document w/written translation; Advertisements
16. Druggist Advertisements
17. Entertainment Programs: Annual Music Festival, Christian Doctrine Choristers
18. Expenses 1910-1919 incl. undated
19. Expenses 1920-1930
20. Expenses 1931-1940
21. Expenses 1941-1950
22. Expenses 1951-1970
24. Galen Pharmacy – Labels/Letterhead
25. Hermes Oriental & Domestic Produce Co. – Board of Directors’ Meetings 1919-1920
26. Hermes Oriental & Domestic Produce Co. – Capital Stock Record Book
27. Hermes Oriental & Domestic Produce Co. – Company Papers/Expenses
28. Inventory Sheets/Lists
29. Investments – Stocks/Shares
30. Legal Matters – Vozeolas vs. Kokinakos; Neofotistos; Alexakos; Courembis
31. MPoutsiyas, Panagiotis – Group Accident & Sick Insurance as employee of Megowan Educator Food Co.
32. Newspaper Clippings 1940s
33. Newspaper Clippings – Published Articles by El. G. Vozeolas
BOX 2  PHOTOS – TAX PAPERS
FOLDER 1-16

1. Photos: Economu Family; Vozeolas (George E.); Johnson, Apostolos; incl. Unidentified
2. Photos: Exhibit 2001 “George E. Vozeolas Pharmacist”
4. Photos: Tina, Diane & Catherine (color photocopies)
5. Photos: Unidentified, incl. gravestone of “Vozeolas”
6. Prescriptions 1919-1923 (original slips)
7. Receipt Books – “Sold Special Checks” 1924
8. Vozeolas Estate Papers
9. Vozeolas, Eleutherios G. – Correspondence
10. Vozeolas, Eleutherios G. – Personal Items
11. Vozeolas, George E. – Autobiography
13. Vozeolas, George E. – Personal Items: Registration Certificate; SS Card
14. Vozeolas, George E. – Property Investments – Agreement/Contracts
15. Vozeolas, George E. – Tax Papers
16. Vozeolas (George)/Johnson (Apostolas) – Dissolution of Partnership 1910

BOX 3  ARTIFACTS

Johnson & Co. “Pyrgos Egyptian Cigarettes” (6) boxes (empty)
Powder Compact “Le May Sport Vanity “
Wooden block w/painted numbers “472”

BOX 4  FINANCIAL RECORD BOOKS 1900 - 1929

BOX 5  PUBLICATIONS
BOOK 1-3

1. Pharmacist F. E. Vozeolas – Spelling Book, Ancient Greek to Modern Greek
2. The Practice of Pharmacy A Treatise
3. Therapeutics Materia Medical and Pharmacy by Potter

BOX 6  PUBLICATIONS
BOOK 1-5

1. Art of Compounding by Scoville
2. Medical Words Pronounced and Defined by Gould
3. Noveau Formulaire Magistral
4. Proprietary Medicines and Druggists’ Sundries, Charles N. Crittenton Co.
5. Treatise on Pharmacy for Students and Pharmacists by Charles Caspari, Jr. PhG

BOX 7  PUBLICATIONS  
BOOK 1-2

1. Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America  
2. Physiology of Love, George M. Katsainos, Md, PhD

BOX 8  PRESCRIPTION RECORD BOOKS  
BOOK 1-2

1. Prescription Book Compounded by Peter G. Chagaruly, Greek Pharmacy, 471 Market Street, Lowell, Mass. 1903  
2. Prescription Book dated December 1937 – February 1940 [Pharmacist unidentified]

BOX 9  RECORD BOOKS  
FOLDER 1-4

3. Official Description of the Dispensatory 1899 (unidentified pharmacist)  
4. Vozeolas, George E. – Quiz Compends Book

BOX 10  RECORDINGS REEL TO REEL  
REEL 1-20

1. Arts Wed. 1957; Family Together 3/4/1957  
2. Banagos, Nick; Bishop Photos  
3. Carney, James; Sampson, etc.  
4. Carney, James; Campaign, etc.  
5. Carney, James; WLLH, etc.  
6. Dad Int. 1961; GFloren Savas  
7. Dad Thanks 1963; Arts Apt.  
8. Dad & Mom’s Anniversary 1962; Family 1962; Mike Demoulas  
9. Dance Music  
10. Easter Service at Transfiguration, Lowell; Athinagoras  
11. El’s Birthday 1957; Dad Talks  
12. George 1954; Music via radio  
13. George 1955; Christmas 1955  
14. Lombardo, Guy, etc.  
15. Medical Convention 1966  
16. Metropolitan Photos 1957; Easter Trans.  
17. Model City
18. Model City 1968; ?
19. Model City 1968; ?
20. Blank reel

BOX 11  
RECORDINGS REEL TO REEL

REEL 1-20

1. Greek Music
2. Guitars & Community Singing
3. Lombardo, Guy
4. Lombardo, Guy – Happy Memories
5. MSPA Meeting
6. MSPA Meeting
7. MSPA Meeting
8. Music Treasures
9. Music Treasures
10. Music Treasures
11. Music Treasures
12. Notini Orchestra for NEPRO
13. Old Recording Perry on Ray Noble etc, Prior 1949
14. Silverman Address/Medical Associates
15. Slov Dinner Music
16. Soul of Greece – 1000 Strings
17. Trio Bel Conta
18. Woodstock
19. Woodstock
20. Woodstock